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If you haven't lived under a rock in the last two years, you'll hear of Fortnite, the gambling phenomenon that has gripped the world since its launch in 2017. Thanks to its combination of open-world platforms and its blend of survival and royal game styles, it has captured the imagination of millions of people
- but they don't just stop with Fortnite. We have collected a number of amazing battle royals, survival and building games for you to try, all of which will unleash your creativity. Or, if that's the zombie element of Fortnite that you've really enjoyed, don't worry; we have a lot of these games as well! Why do
you link to a single game when you can play multiples that all give you something unique and fun? You can switch between chasing after the undead, creating the perfect universe and defending it and going against a number of other players in a last-one-legg shoot-'em-up without ever having to combine
them. What's more, you can create a lot of different characters rather than stick with just one. Changing their clothes doesn't just do so much to keep the interest alive! Here at Gamepix we will always stay ahead of the curve in terms of what is popular and what you will want to play, which is how we were
able to assemble a collection of games like Fortnite that will satisfy every fighter, open-world fanatic and royal fight expert. All of our games are free to play and you won't have to worry about unlocking them or downloading new software either because they are featured in HTML5. Your browser and
device will work perfectly, providing seamless gameplay, and you can even choose from a range of graphic styles. If you like the 3D realism of Fortnite, we have something for you, but equally, if you like better style cartoon graphics, come this way! Simulator where you can test luck at construction in
Fortnite style. This is not a classic game, and it is rather a simulator where the only purpose will be to build. There are no tasks, you just have to do whatever is necessary for yourself. You can build anything you want. If you regularly play Fortnite unlocked, you can play a little this game and overcome
your opponents a little. It really depends on you, therefore, start playing and build something! If a hidden architect lives in you, then you should like The Fortnite Building unlocked game because it can be built without restrictions. Different shapes, sizes and probably not physically ideal patterns. After you
can already guess, you will not build classic buildings, but forts that can save your life in battle. You can build floors, walls and stairs. Doesn't that remind you of anything? The same construction mechanism is in one of the most popular games of our time - Fortnite. Build high forts to have perspective and
see enemies coming. Model structures and not You. On BestGames.com, we have a variety of the latest fun online games that you will enjoy to the maximum level. You can access all our games through a browser window without downloading, installing or any plug-ins. We have carefully selected for you
varieties of addictive free online games to play including car, puzzle, physics, fight, running, parking, racing, driving, cartoon, zombie, bike, stickman, defense, strategy, clicker, Minecraft, monster, drawing, logic, math games, etc. Not only that, publishers add the latest games to the new games page every
day to give you more immersive games so you won't get tired of playing old games once and again. All games can be accessed through your computer, mobile phone and tablet by visiting BestGames.com in a browser. On a computer, you can control a game with a mouse and a keyboard, while on a
mobile phone or tablet, you can enjoy them happily with your fingers. More than 2,000 games have been published on the site. No matter what type of games you like, you'll always find what you want here, including games for girls, games for boys, cooking games, dress up games, puzzle games, kids
games, strategy games, action games, sports games, Minecraft games and more. We choose the best games from thousands of developers around, such as ArmorGames.com, King.com, AddictingGames.com, Miniclip.com, CrazyGames.com, PacoGames.Com, GameDistribution.com, etc. Don't worry
about having to pay. All games are available free of charge. Find the game you're proud of and start enjoying it as much as you can. If you like BestGames.com, please don't forget to recommend it to your friends, they will also be interested, thank you! Fortnite Building is an online game and 69.63% of
104 players like the game. Fortnite Building is a simple 3D build game to explore the new world here. This is a break, no need for intense fighting, you need to find a suitable place to build a new base. It can be a house or a tower, and this land belongs to you. Join the game and showcase your
architectural art. Tags: IOS Games - Building Games - WebGL Games - Simulation Games - 3D Games - Explore Fortnite Games: Battle Royale is a free-to-play (F2P) video game with Battle Royale and multiplayer elements of Epic Games. It serves as a spin-off by Fortnite: Save the World, a co-op
survival game comes with aspects of construction. Similar to other battle royale games, it introduces up to 100 players from around the world (alone, in teams, or duos) fighting to be the last standing player or a team alive by killing other players or circumventing them. Over time stay safe in a drop zone to
avoid taking lethal damage. Players start the game without advantages and weapons and must scave buildings and other structures for weapons, armor, and tools to get the upper hand on opponents. The game has a construction construction allowing players to break down most objects to get resources
they can use to create fortifications. The fixed aspects of the island offer several locations and landmarks that are mostly ghost towns, while a procedural distribution of shields, weapons and other support can be discovered by searching for popular sites and buildings. Like other Battle Royale games, the
task of the player or a team is to be alive by eliminating or preventing other players. Over time, the safe zone of the game decreases in size, and players who remain outside the area will receive damage. Fortnite: Battle Royale is best compared to other Battle Royale games. Realm Royale is a Battle
Royale and Multiplayer Free-to-play (F2P) video game created and published by Hi-Rez Studios for Microsoft Windows. The game takes place on the island of shrining played from a third-person perspective. It comes with a variety of character classes each with unique skills, abilities and personalities.
The game acts as the spin-off of the Paladins video game and offers gameplay similar to other games in the Battle Royale genre. In the game, after selecting the player, the player must travel around the island, gather equipment, weapons and items to fight against opponents and fight to eliminate them
before killing him. The player's ultimate goal is to become the last player left on the island to win. The game has five character classes, including Assassin, Engineer, Mage and Hunter each with unique abilities. At the beginning of the game, players are automatically grouped into the team by four players
against hundreds of players. The game's unique crafting system allows it to break down the elements found for materials to make more elements better for fixed landscape skills found on the massive map. With cool mechanics, addictive gameplay, and prominent features, Realm Royale is the fascinating
game to play. PUBG (PlayerUnknown's Battlegrounds) is an Action-Adventure, Third Person Perspective, and Battle Royale video game developed and published by PUBG Corp. PUBG provides the fictional environment where the game takes place and puts up hundreds of players in a Battle Royale, a
last deathmatch type standing, where the final task of players fighting to be last alive. The game begins with the paragliding protagonist from a plane on the selected map. After landing, the player can explore the environment from either a first-person or a third person perspective, and each perspective
has its advantages or disadvantages in situational awareness and struggle. The player can move freely in the open environment, interact with objects and collect weapons to kill enemies. He must survive as long as possible and remain last at Game. A small map was shown in the right corner of the
screen to show the player's position. Using Using The player can change the appearance of his character and earn points by killing enemies. Additional content will be unlocked as the player has advanced. With captivating gameplay, excellent mechanics, extremely detailed visuals, and a huge arsenal of
weaponry, etc. PUBG is the best game for hardcore players who like to play Battle Royale Games. Last Battleground: Survival is an Action-Adventure, Exploration, Third-person, and Survival video game developed and published by Elax for the Android platform. The game takes place on the desert island
populated with other players from around the world. It starts with the player who jumps out of a survival game with paraglider and land on the strange island. The final task of the player to explore the world from a third-person perspective, search houses, buildings, and fields for weapons, items, and
equipment and fight to survive as long as possible while fighting with other players. During the game, the player meets real players who have similar tasks like him. After collecting the items, the player can include them in his inventory and use them when necessary. Use a huge arsenal of weapons and
fight against players, kill them all to be the last survivor on the desert island. With exciting gameplay, superb mechanics, and wonderful graphics, Last Battleground: Survival is the best game to play. Rocket Royale is an action video game, Battle Royale and multiplayer developed and published by the
OneTonGames platform for Android. The actions of the game take place in the dying world, where people fight desperately for their lives. In the game, each player has a chance to survive by collecting powerful tools, and fight to build a rocket to leave this place before anyone. The game offers a variety of
tactics by building and crafting covers around it. The player needs to unleash his creativity, act like an intelligent boy or girl and do huge destruction on the sandbox environment. The main goal of the player in the game is to increase his skills and become the king of the game royale battle. During the
game, loot the player, shoot, collect resources and fly craft his ways to advance through the game and can use over twenty weapons to take down opponents. Each weapon in the game has its unique rarity, attachments and parameters. Rocket Royale is a great game for those players who like to play
Battle Royale games. Battle Game Royale developed by SZ Interactive for Android is an Action-Adventure, Third-person Shooter and Multiplayer video game with Battle Royale twist. The game has different characters and allows the player to select one of them to start the game from paragliding and
jump to the tropical island full of challenging opponent. during the game, the player explores the world from a third-person perspective, where he or she must find the safe place, search for objects and Participate in the fight against players to kill them and remain the last survival to win. The player interacts
with other players and the environment, enter the houses to find items, and ammunition to enhance the ability of his weapons. Follow the safety circle points to remain undetected from enemies, cover to avoid bullets, and be a last man standing in the last mission to earn amazing rewards. The game has a
small map in the left corner of the screen, which shows the player's position. The player can move freely around the world to meet the requirements. With basic features, hardcore gameplay, brilliant mechanics and awesome images, Battle Game Royale is the incredible game to play. Bullet Strike
Battlegrounds is a Battle Royale video game available to play on mobile devices, such as Android and iOS. The game takes place on the fictional island, where several players fight against each other to survive. It introduces a variety of weapons, crafting elements, and vehicles that the player can use in
his favor to kill other players. The game starts with the player landing on the island using a parachute. After landing, the player must explore the environment from a third person's point of view, find weapons and items to use to defend himself to survive. It provides an open world where the player moves
freely and can perform hand-to-hand combat in the fight to kill enemies. The main goal of the player is to kill all players featured on the island to remain last to win the battle. The player can run, jump, shoot and attack other players his style throughout the game to win the battle. He can control the
character using touch controls. The player equips with the weapons, and the game has a mini-map to show the location of the player and other competitors. With awesome gameplay, fantastic graphics, and thrilling weapons, Bullet Strike: Battlegrounds is the awesome game to play. FortressCraft offers
Sandbox gameplay developed by ProjectorGames. It supports both single and multiplayer modes and takes place in the randomly generated world. Minecraft, Dwarf Fortress and Infiniminer inspire the game. It has four different modes, such as Hunt, FPS, Spleef and Freezetag. Sixty-one of the different



cubic blocks are included in the game and each with its unique properties. The ultimate task is to explore the game world, create or destroy everything you want. Craft items and use them during the game. Build different structures, face deadly creatures and defeat them using items. It has a variety of
levels and each level is a challenge compared to the last. The game is played from the first-person perspective and the character can use Tools, equipment and weapons to progress through the game. It unlocks additional content, levels, and objects as you complete the requirements. Score the highest
points and challenge colleges challenge Get out of here. FortressCraft offers different modes, interesting features and captivating gameplay. Try it and you'll enjoy it. Battlelands Royale is an action, strategy, single-player and multiplayer video game by Futureplay. You can download this game to play on
mobile devices, such as Android and iOS. The game allows you to prepare yourself to explore the beautifully crafted winter map with some Christmas trees, snowmen, and more. There are many rare and legendary characters available, including Tabei and Yeti, from which the player can select his
favorite one using Season 3 Battle Pass. The game revolves around casual Battle Royale genre, pitting up to thirty-two players against each other in matches of three to five minutes. The game does not introduce complicated menu, waiting lobbies, and more. The game starts with you dealing parachute,
robberies, and survival. You can get an opportunity to play solo or join any force with friends from Duos. Before landing, you can choose the landing site, enter and earn rewards. The game has a massive map with beautiful locations including Trainyard, Ship, Maze, Hideout and more. Battlelands Royale
includes prominent features, such as real-time matches, Mega Rewards, Huge Maps, tons of items to loot, shrinking area, etc. Look and one to like. Last Man Standing is a massive online multiplayer, third person perspective, and action video game created and published by Free Reign Entertainment.
The game takes place in the amazing world and includes a variety of character classes. Select your character and customize it using different accessories and items. Choose the best weapons for you and dive into the world where you will have to fight against thousands of players from around the world
to live alive. Achieve your goal and earn experience points that you can use to improve your skills, and upgrade your weapons. To unlock other weapons and character must meet the requirements of the game. Explore the world from the perspective of a third person and slaughter enemies using
weapons. The game has complete customization options and consists of different modes, such as Play Solo, Play with Friends, Competition and Proving Grounds. Interact with other players and objects to progress through the game. Last Man Standing includes basic features, such as 2500 Bonus Coins,
a variety of character classes, customization, weapons, challenging targets and more. With open environment, exciting gameplay, and wonderful visuals, Last Man Standing is the best game to play and enjoy. Ark: Primal Survival is a 3D adventure, First-person Shooter, single-player and multiplayer
simulation developed and published by Studio Wildcard. acts as standalone expansion package, and allows the player navigate the wild side of the game in a new way with Ark: Primal Survival, mode for Ark: Survival Survival In his way, the player is able to live, play, and reproduce any creatures of ark
while enjoying the mechanics of survival and life cycles, including growing, recruiting, and more. In the game, the player can experience the life of the raptor and take down other animals, spend his nights in dark caves as a spider to catch the victim. The game is played from a first-person perspective, and
the player can use a set of weapons to take down targets. The difficulty of the level will be increased as the player progresses through it. The game provides the detailed environment where it is set and contains a set of missions that the player must complete to progress through it. With captivating
gameplay, superb mechanics and cool images, ARK: Primal Survival is the best game to play. Ring of Elysium is a Free-to-play (F2P), Battle Royale and Multiplayer Online video game with shooting elements developed and published by Tencent Games for Microsoft Windows. The game puts the player
in the role of the protagonist, who is trapped in the snow mountain attacked by a disastrous snowstorm, and one way out is a save flight that can save up to four people. Now, survivors must fight to stay before the storm approaches while eliminating competitors. In the game, the map is divided into
predefined regions, and the player starts the game by choosing his character from available and jump into the world to show off his survival skills. The player explores the world from a first-person perspective, using a massive arsenal of weaponry to eliminate other players as they struggle to get to the
flight before anyone to complete the task. Ring of Elysium includes prominent features, such as regional transformation, helicopter rescue, convincing natural disaster, different Player skills, and more. Look if you like to play these games. Knives Out is an adventure, Battle Royale, and multiplayer video
game set in massive map full of resources, weapons, and more. The game starts with the player choosing his playable character and customize it to change the look by choosing several combinations. At first, up to 100 players parachute into a plane that spread after landing on the surface. After that,
each player must search for weapons, objects and equipment and include them in his inventory to use them when necessary. The player can navigate the world from a third person view with a job to gather weapons, take aim, and hit the trigger to take down other players to be the last to win. The world
comprises mountains, unique locations and train tunnels to explore. The player can team up with other players in the World, fight against rival teams and defeat them to make points. There are three different modes, such as Fireteam, Squad and Duo Modes. With addictive gameplay, gorgeous graphics,
and touch controls, Knives Out is the best game to is a Sandbox and Massively Multiplayer Online video game developed and published by Wonderstruck Games for multiple platforms. The game takes place in the amazing world and uses both a first-person and third-person perspective for exploration. In
the game, players control a golem character around randomly generated environments, made up of different shapes and types of blocks. During the game, players can interact with these blocks and find ancient technologies to help objects, machines and crafted weapons, which can then be used to
shape the world in beautiful cities, buildings and guilds. In the game, players are able to open wraps and portals to other dimensions. There are many worlds, and each is full of unique resources and inhabitants, ripe for discovery. The game deals with several elements including exploration, hunting,
crafting and building, trading and collaboration. While manipulating the world, the player can find and use different materials to craft his base. Borderless offers prominent features, such as procedurally generated worlds, crafting system, complete targets, open portals, different creatures, ever-changing
universe, and more. Super Animal Royale is an Action-Adventure, Massive Multiplayer and Battle Royale video game developed and published by Pixile for Microsoft Windows. The game gives you intense and 2D top-down gameplay with a strategic twist on the Battle Royale genre. Up to sixty-four
adorable animals fight against each other in various locations to be the last to win. While playing the game, you can enjoy the royal atmospheric combat action from an aerial perspective. The game features an intuitive fog of war system, which allows you for sneaky and strategic game. You can navigate
the massive island and illustrated with various biomes and the remains of the safari park. The game starts with you selecting the adorable animal and modifying it using several cool options and weaponry that you can use for your survival. After that, the game throws you to the island full of other players
equipped with a weapon. Super Animal Royale offers prominent features such as Atmosphere Battle Royale, War System, Massive Island to Explore, Find Hidden Items and more. Check it out, and experience the reroute battle mode from an overhead view. Battlerite Royale is a Massively Multiplayer
Online, Battle Royale and Action video game with multiplayer aspects online battle arena, developed and published by Stunlock Studios. The game allows you to enjoy the thrill of Battle Royale above in an over-the-head MOBA action video game based on hot skills, in which players are able to choose
champions. Each character in the Has its unique style of play and skills that can be used while fighting. However, during the game, the player must look for items and prepare for a fight, and fight to like the Death Vortex. The main objective of the game is to rise above the competition to become a hero.
The game returns with more actions and interesting stuff, introducing accurate WASD controls and field skills with a better mouse-driven purpose. Battlerites Royale comes with interesting features, such as Massive Map, Acclaimed Gameplay, More Champions, Detailed World, and More. Check it out,
and experience Battle Royale with a new style. Xsyon: Prelude comes with aspects of construction that you can use to create the world in your style. The game offers a perfect blend of Sandbox, Role-playing, Survival, and action game elements developed and published by Notorious Games. It supports
massive online multiplayer option and offers a massive community with a digital world and an adventure. However, the game takes place in the future, where the world draws inspiration from mythology, history, and post-apocalypse prophecies. Most of the aspects of the game are from modern life and
now gone. Advanced weapons, vehicles, appliances, and even the book that unfolds all these things are nowhere to be discovered. In the game, you assume the role of survival, whose youth was spent lost in times of conflict. In the game, your memories of the past, with its bright lights, computers, and
research machines for the sky are vague. The game comes with an ever-changing dynamic world. While playing the game, you can affect the environment by collecting resources, hunting animals, cutting down trees, creating cities and developing trade. The Culling is a fast-paced action and multiplayer
Battle Royal first-person combat and Shooter video game by Xavian. Recently launched in 2016, The Culling offers the most exciting and exciting gameplay to enjoy. According to the gameplay and unique story of the game, Culling takes players to a small desert island filled with different types of
buildings. To progress through the game, Culling allows players to explore the island, cross through caves, poison gas pits, and in between landfields and strips of explosive barrels, etc. Game loads players to complete different types of tasks in an open world environment. Tasks that players must perform
include Living for a While Travelling to certain distances that interact with objects and a lot of other things in the environment, etc. While completing tasks, players receive F.U.N.C. (Game Currency) that players can use to create items, buy different types of items, and buy upgrades and stuff. Culling also
allows players to receive advantages through air drops, combine them to have different types of combinations and use them against enemies. These Unique are called Builds, and players are allowed to make millions of unique Builds, using the advantages they have. With a very interesting interesting
gameplay all the uniqueness in detail, fantastic perks and beautifully created graphics; The Culling is one of the few Multiplayer Battle Royale games that offers quality games. Don't try it, Culling is fun to play. Battlefield V is a perfect blend of Battle Royale, First-person Shooter and Action-Adventure
gameplay elements developed by EA Dice and published by Electronic Arts. Both single-player and multiplayer options are present in the game, and the title acts as the 16th title in the long-term combat series. Gameplay focuses on World War II and large-scale team-based features and mechanics.
There are several multiplayer modes available, such as campaign mode, Grand Operations, Tide of Wars, and more. Using the customization option, the player is able to create his character with a different weapon and cosmetic options. During the game, cosmetic items and currency can be used to
purchase other equipment, will be collected in-game targets. Like Battlefield 1, the single-player campaign is divided into episode war stories, three of which are available at launch. The player commands his character in the 3D environment from a first-person while battle perspective to take down enemies
for points. With detailed graphics, action-packed gameplay, excellent controls and brilliant shooting mechanics, Battlefield V is the best game to play. Minecraft Pocket Edition is a super amazing Sandbox and Mining game inspired by the popular Minecraft video game. The game allows you to explore a
randomly generated 2D world, dig into the ground, collect minerals and minerals, mine for riches, take them to the surface and sell them. In addition, Minecraft Pocket Edition allows you to build different structures with blocks by using the best strategies, build castles, decorate them and fight against
enemies who are accustomed to attacking your buildings. With stunning 2D graphics, an exciting game and a wonderful open world environment, Minecraft Pocket Edition is a super interesting game to play and enjoy. Try it and you'll love it. Eden: World Builder a fantastic, Building, Crafting, and exploring
the video game of Kingly Software Inc. Game takes place in a massively destructible environment and allows you to unleash your adventurous spirits and creativity. Create your own world using different blocks and complete a series of missions. The game is played from a first-person perspective and you
can immerse yourself in the sandbox experience. Eden: World Builder offers similar gameplay, such as Minecraft. It allows you to build, explore and destroy the world of Eden in your style and discover new and beautiful blocks. There are different blocks and each has different colors and properties.
Crafted objects using various materials. Earn experience and unlock other features and upgrades. Game world filled with different creatures and monsters. Use Use material and create a fantastic world and color them. You can create buildings, roads, grass, etc. Huge world, different colors, adorable
creatures, portals, treasure cubes, etc. are the prominent features of the game. Trying. Planet Explorers is an open world action-adventure, indie, rpg video game that takes place on a distant planet. This voxel-based sandbox video game allows you to use the unique crafting system of the game and build
and destroy everything you want, explore the game world generated procedurally, collect items, and fight enemies with specially designed and sophisticated weapons. You can use different vehicles to travel to places and create new objects wherever you want in an open environment. Planet Explorers
gives you five main game modes Story Mode, Adventure Mode, Build Mode, Co-OP and Versus and allows you to play and enjoy this cool game to the limits. Other great features include! Over 70 different enemy types, 20 plus NPCs, Ability to dig, build, flat, etc. a lot of upgrades, etc. Dreams is an
adventure, Sandbox, Open World, Single and Multiplayer Simulation created by Media Molecule and published by Sony Computer Entertainment. The game offers fabulous gameplay you've never experienced before and is only available to play on the PlayStation 4 platform. It focuses primarily on play,
create and share elements and allows you to explore user-generated content. Unleash your creativity and create something unique to share with your friends. In the game, you can control an imp, using it to interact with the game world, create new characters and items, and navigate objects pulling and
grabbing them. You can move the imp using PlayStation Move controllers. By customizing, you can change the imp look and emotion by drawing the touch controller. The main ability of imp is to possess the available characters in the dream, allowing you to control those characters. You must explore the
environment, meet various creatures, puzzles, and objects. Score points by solving puzzles and progress through the game to become the master. It allows you a chance to play and explore people's dreams, create and share your dreams with others. Cubelands is an action, first person perspective,
construction and single and multiplayer video game available to play on the Browser. The game takes place in the completely destructible world and allows the player to assume the role of any available character and build his dream city consists of mountains, rivers, jungles, and cities. The player
manipulates the world from a first-person perspective and can interact with environments to gather resources, tools, and more. He uses a variety of blocks to create something unique and can score points that be used to unlock additional content in the game. As the player progressed, other Features will
be unlocked to play and enjoy. The player can use the arrow keys to move the character and use the spacebar to jump. Both the available single and multiplayer options and the player can compete against other players around the world and highlight his creativity to impress his peers. During the game,
the player interactive with other players, non-player characters and environment to meet his goals. Cubelands offers gameplay similar to Minecraft and includes prominent features that the player will enjoy while playing the game. MicroTale is an adventure, Sandbox, traditional role-playing games,
Questing and single-player video game takes place in the fantasy-based world full of monsters and more. The player assumes the role of the protagonist and his final task is to manipulate the world from a side-scroll perspective, build lost civilizations, fight monsters, and progress through the game. There
is a set of levels, and each level offers a variety of goals to achieve. He must interact with non-player characters, build different structures, use a lot of items and gather resources to survive longer. It provides randomly generated maps, where the player can jump, interact and complete tasks to earn
rewards. Using multiple blocks, the player creates the airship to cover the distance faster and can overcome obstacles to progress through the story. The game gets desperate to play, as the player advanced and other features will be unlocked to play and enjoy. By customizing, the player can create and
modify the appearance of his character using several options. With addictive gameplay, superb mechanics, and smooth controls, MicroTale is the best game to play and enjoy. Totally Accurate Battlegrounds (shortened as TABG) is a Battle Royale and Multiplayer video game created and published by
Landfall for Microsoft Windows. The game serves as the spin-off of Totally Accurate Battle Simulator, and is totally focused on the Battle Royale genre, with a strong focus on gun and exaggerated player physics. The player plays the game in similar to other video games in the genre, in which the player
must travel a shrinking area safely to gather equipment would be weapons to eliminate opponents and fight to be the last player standing on the island. The game is a little different because of a physics engine that creates exaggerated character movement when moving around the environment or using
weapons, as well as the ability of lava flowing platforms coming out of the battlefield into the battle circle and dual-wiel weapons. Totally accurate Battlegrounds includes prominent features, would be the huge map to explore, physics on gameplay, customization, and more. Look and have fun. Life is
feudal: MMO is an online role-playing, and massive online multiplayer game developed by Ltd and published by Xsolla Inc. The game takes place within the medieval frame and serves as the successor of Life is Feudal: Your Own video game. The game embodies the characteristics of the medieval frame
with complete landscape terraforming a branched system of crafts, constructions, survival elements and a realistic physics. The story of the game is divided into two events, such as the plot of mysterious diving intervention and the Vulpic Empire. In the first story, the player must fight to explore the
environment to solve the mystery of the largest extinct empire called the World. The game allows the player to begin his epic journey by stepping into the realized world, complete with changing weather, day and night cycles, and changing seasons. Life is Feudal: MMO includes basic features, would have
several areas to explore. Cultivate crops, build shelters, adventures, huge world to explore, create the Majestic Kingdom, and more. Try it and you'll love it. Survivor Royale is a Battle Royale and Strategy video game developed by NetEase for iOS and Android. The game takes place in the amazing
environment where up to 100 players from around the world are scattered around the massive map. All players start their game without any weapon, forced to scave for equipment, items, and weapons that appear randomly throughout the area. In the twenty-minute game, the area shrinks, forcing players
to fight against each other to be the last to win. The player can explore the world alone in Single-player mode, co-op with a friend, or participate in four-player modes. The player explores the world from a third person perspective, fight against other players and kill them to earn points. The last remaining
team or player will win the match. The game seems easy to play, but hard to master. Survivor Royale includes prominent features, such as survival gameplay, multiple modes, massive world, team up with friends, and more. Planet Nomads is a video game Sandbox, Sci-Fi, Single-player and Multiplayer
developed by Craneballs Studio for Microsoft Windows, Linux and Mac. The game takes place in the amazing environment, where the player acts as an astronaut, who lands the accident on a strange planet. After an accident landing, the player is charged with the survivor with his limited equipment and
his skills. During the game, the player can create new equipment, build shelters, vehicles, and more. Space engineers, Minecraft and No Man's Sky video games inspire this game strongly. The game mainly deals with exploring the planet's surface and there are several biomes that the player can come
around. The main problems for the player's survival are the brutal aliens, who live on the planet in weather conditions The planet where the game is established itself a randomly generated product and the landscapes are voxel-based. Planet Nomads includes prominent features, such as Exploration,
Survivor, Hover Physics, Mobile Bases, Multiple Biomes, and more. Check it out if you like to play video games of the same genres. Garena Free Fire: Kalahari is an action-adventure, shooter, survival and single-player video game for Android and iOS, developed by GARENA INTERNATIONAL I Pvt, Ltd.
During the game, the player embarks on an unknown island against forty-nine players, where the player must survive for ten minutes to win. After ten minutes of play, the player who survives to the end is the winner of fifty players. A player lands on the desired starting point using a parachute and tries to
stay in a safe area to survive. The game gives the player to drive vehicles to track opponents or disappear before enemies. A character can run, jump, sneak, and prone under the grass to deceive opponents in the playing field. PUBG Mobile is a shooter, Battle Royale, survival, Open-World and a
multiplayer video game developed by Tencent Games for Android and iOS. During the game, the player, along with nearly a hundred players, lands on an island using a parachute and must survive to the end. While playing the game, the player visualizes the environment from both the first-person and
third-person perspective. The game comes with solo mode, dual, and team where the player can play as a single or make a team of four members. PUBG Mobile comes with three unique game modes, such as arcade, classic, and SOL EVO mode. Arcade mode allows the player to kill as many
opponents as possible during the time provided, and the player can also respawn. The player can walk, run, squat, creep, and use the stealth approach to deceive rivals. Fractured Lands is an Adventure, Battle-Royale, Survival, Shooter and Single-player video game developed by Unbroken Studios.
Throughout the game, the player plays as an unknown character who is at the center of death and life and must choose one of both skills using. While inspecting the world, the player sees the environment from a third-person perspective. The goal of the player, like other Battle Royale adventures, is to be
the only survivor in an arena of road warriors. Various destructive machines are out there, and the player can experience one after another by getting to advance. STAND OUT: VR Battle Royale is an adventure, Battle Royale, RPG, Virtual Reality and multiplayer video game for Windows developed by
Raptor Labs. Throughout the game, the player must fight for the sake of his life by participating in brutal battles. As he explores the world, the player sees the environment from a first-person perspective. The game has three maps with different gameplay and playing field. The player comes to experience
several weapons, such as snipers, weapons, pistols, and grenades. The game has forests, deserts, and other barrel lands where resources are are and scavenging methods are also unique. PUBG Mobile Lite is an action, Battle Royale and multiplayer video game brought by Tencent Games for Mobile
Devices. It is a lite version of PUBG Mobile that is smaller in size and almost compatible with most devices with less Ram. It offers fast gameplay without compromising the realistic experiences that attract many players from around the world. The game takes place on the smaller map specially designed
for sixty players, providing an exhilarating combat experience in the PUBG Mobile setting. Call of Duty: Warzone is an action, simulation, shooter and multiplayer video game offered by Infinity Ward for multiple platforms. It is a royal fighting game where the main task of the player is to survive to the end
by getting the biggest kill. While inspecting the world, the player sees and targets the other players from a first-person perspective. The game has two playable modes, such as Battle Royale and Plunder Mode, with different gameplay. In Battle Royale mode, as time goes on, the map shrinks to keep
players closer to each other. The game has different weapons where the player can access the weapons as he advances. Garena Free Fire is a Battle-Royale, Shooter, Action-Adventure, Single-player and Multiplayer video game offered by GARENA INTERNATIONAL I Pvt, Ltd for Android and iOS.
During the game, the player embarks on an island against forty-nine players where the player must survive among opponents for ten minutes to achieve victory. While exploring the world, the player controls the character from the third-person view. The player who survives for ten minutes to the end is the
winner of 50 players. While playing the game, the player will come to find numerous weapons and collectibles, and a player must obtain all weapons to shoot players and collectibles to regain lost health. A character can run, walk, sneak, and hide under the grass to mislead opponents in the playfield.
PUBG Lite is an online video game, Battle Royale, Simulation, Open-world, single-player and multiplayer by PUBG Corporation. The game starts with nearly a hundred players, and land on an island using a parachute where the main mission is to survive to the end. While playing the game, the player
controls the character from both the first-person and third-person perspective. The game comes with multiple playable modes, such as solo mode, dual and team. PUBG Lite comes with three unique game modes like arcade, classic, and SOIL EVO mode. In arcade mode, the player must eliminate as
many opponents as possible in a time Apex Legends is an incredible Battle Royale video game developed by Respawn Entertainment and published by Electronic Arts. As fortnite: Battle Royale, the game revolves around players who are fighting for the last or a team to win. It takes place in the Titanfall
Universe, where the player moves from a third-person point of view in order to clean weapons and tools to use against enemies and kick them off the battlefield to class. It introduces legendary characters, allowing players to explore a growing list of influential legends, each with their unique personalities,
abilities, and power. At first, the player selected his legend from available and can team up with up to two friends or players to mix their unique skills to be the last team standing to win. The main task of the player is to master the legendary skills of his player and to use the strengths of his team to take
advantage in different matches of 60 players. Apex Legends offers basic features such as Strategic Battle Royale, The Ultimate Squad, Legendary Characters and more. Looking for games like Apex Legends, here is a list for you. H1Z1: King of the Kill is a wonderful action-adventure, third-person
Shooter, and Battle Royale video game by Daybreak Game Company for Microsoft Windows. It provides a massive detailed environment populated with other real players. The game begins with the protagonist paragliding on the map of a plane to participate in a royal battle. As the protagonist, your
responsibility is to explore the environment either from a third person or a first-person perspective. The gameplay focuses on large-scale fighting, where every move counts. You need to prepare, plan your strategies and get involved in the massive conflict against other players and the effort to be last in
life. You can surf the world freely, drive vehicles, and can use a lot of weapons. Trade with other players using equipment and items and survive as long as possible until you win. Other content will be unlocked as you continue playing. H1Z1: King of the Kill offers basic features, such as a massive
adventure, multiple modes, Last Man Standing Battle Royale, Upgrades and more. Try it and you'll love it. Ark: Survival of the Fittest (also known as Ark: Sotf) is an F2P, Open World, First-person Shooter, Survival and Multiplayer video game with Battle Royale twist developed and published by Studio
Wildcard. The game combines the mmorpg and Survival Arena elements and serves as the spin-off of Ark: Survival Evolved. The game features up to seventy-two combatants in fast-paced and action-packed gameplay where players are pushed into massive showdown with a load to get out alive by
killing all opponents. The player assumes the role of survivor and survivor and team up to six tribes people with the choice to select official servers and The player starts the game with a forest environment where he must survive by collecting items, crafting weapons, and fighting enemies. More than thirty
creatures are available in the game, game, The game introduces several modes, would be 1 vs.1, 2 vs.2, 4 vs.4, and 6 vs 6. Evolution Events, Robust Rankings, Multiple Modes, 30 Creatures, Survival Gameplay and more. Try it and you'll love it. Trove is a Sandbox MMORPG video game developed by
Trion Worlds. With a Minecraft and Cube World inspired game and visuals, Toure is one of the best game of its kind specific. The game allows you to select the player character from a number of classes, select your skills and go to the Arena called Hub to access portals and reach other worlds to fight
against opponents, go to amazing quests, interact with NPCs and other online players, defeat bosses and enjoy being part of a wonderful world. Trove allows you to select any character from any available character classes, use their special skills to explore the world, craft buildings, weapons and lots of
other interesting items and go against a number of different types of enemies to enjoy the game. Trove allows you to explore a massive game world, filed with all sorts of wonders, different types of enemies, etc. and allows you to have some of the coolest Power Ups and upgrades to enhance your skills
and keep on the game until you get tired. Trove offers brilliant Sandbox gameplay similar to the biggest names of the genre, such as Minecraft, Cube World and others and provides a truly amazing MMORPG experience ever. Don't give it a try, you'll definitely love this game. Survival Island: Evolve Pro is
an action-adventure, survival, first-person and single-player exploration video game with crafting and building elements developed and published by Pride Games Studio. The game takes place on the tropical island and offers a story, which revolves around the protagonist. In the plot, the protagonist is
stuck in the strange island and forgets his past. You as a character must explore the environment from a first-person sight, hunt for food, craft primitive instruments, create shelters, and face wildlife. You must gather resources to craft items, fight wild animals using varied weapons and score points to
progress through the game. You can start the game with cutting wood in the forest and use the wood for craft of various elements. Discover tons of recipes, build a house and meet Funa Island. You can control the character using touch controls, and kill the animals using the knife, bow, sword, etc. before
they kill you. Island Survival: Evolve Pro includes prominent features, such as Navigate the Wild, Create Your Home, Track Your Health, Fight Animals and more. Survival Island Online PRO MMO is an Adventure, Massively Multiplayer Online video game and developed by GameFirst Mobile. The game
takes place in wild animals and provides a player opportunity to survive in the wilderness with his fellows and other players from around the world. During the The player can create objects, build shelters, hunt for food in the jungle and gather resources in the open game. Most of the elements of the game
are similar to Rust. In the game, the player can create his realms or participate in existing ones. During the game, the player can evolve the character with a unique system, and he must fight to become the best in everything the player does. The world comprises several islands, and each island is full of
real players from all over the world. The game offers both PvP (Player versus Player) and PvE (Player versus Environment) modes. In PvE mode, the player cannot kill other players to earn points while focusing on crafting. In PvP mode, the player must navigate the world, fight enemies and kill other
players. With captivating gameplay, brilliant graphics, and superb mechanics, Survival Island Online PRO MMO is the awesome game to play. Rules of Survival is a Free-to-play (F2P), Battle Royale and Multiplayer Online video game from NetEase Games for Microsoft Windows, as well as Android and
iOS. The game follows the standard format of the Battle Royale genre, where players from around the world fight to be the last player alive. In the game, the player begins his game by selecting the character from each available has his unique skills and abilities. There are many ways, such as Duo, Solo,
Fireteam, and more. The game contains two different maps, such as Fearless Fiord and Ghillie Island. In Gold mode, the player can earn gold by completing the goals, and in Diamond mode, the player is able to make diamonds throughout the match. The game environment takes place in the 3D setting,
and each round of the game starts with players consisted of a single location on the island. Players will parachute out of the plane when the countdown ends on the island. After landing on the surface, the player must explore the environment for weapons, items, and equipment, and add them to his
inventory to use later when needed. Survival rules is addictive gameplay to play. Block Earth is a beautiful Sandbox Building and building video game by Choofun Games AB. The game allows players to explore a beautiful build world with all the colorful and vivid blocks. With its very similar gameplay and
mechanics at the popular Minecraft video game, Block Earth allows players to explore the world, build and share their creations with other players online. There are countless mini-games that players can play and enjoy interacting with realistic animals and other environmental elements. Players can also
just download the game and explore pre-built worlds, play games and build their own world by using blocks and tools made from blocks. immersive gameplay, Block Earth offers beautiful graphics, local multiplayer support, over forty thousand thousand and users created worlds to explore, lots of cool
mini-games to enjoy and much more to discover. For all those who love playing Blocky games and are good builders and builders, Block Earth would definitely provide them with hours of entertainment. Block Earth is available to play on iOS and Facebook devices. So, are you ready to take on the
adventure? Pixel Piracy is an Action-Adventure video game with real-time strategy elements, Sandbox and Rough created by Quadro Delta and published by Re-logic. The game throws the player into the role of captain pirate pf and has no specific job for the player, and the player is free to venture in his
own style. The player arrives at an island where he can build his ship using a variety of blocks and hire his crew after customizing the setting. The player must fight to collect supplies to feed his crew and handle the necessary weapons and equipment. The game features permadeath, so that when the
player dies of hunger, or a wild animal, or event another pirate captain of the player does not restore. It provides a massive map where the game takes place, and the player must select his destination from the map. Every location full of danger, and the population. In reality, the computer controls
navigation, but the ship will stop for a fight when another pirate attack. With superb gameplay, immersive graphics and wonderful images, Pixel Piracy is the best game to play and enjoy. Black Survival is an Adventure, Strategy, Single-player and Multiplayer video game created by Archbears for Android
and iOS. The game takes place in the fictional environment and offers ten playable characters including Alex, Fiora, Zahir, Aya, Jackie, Hyejin and many more. After selecting your character, you are able to jump into the world where you will have to survive as long as you can to conquer the island. During
the game, you will need to find different ingredients to craft better weapons and run away from restricted areas to prevent death. It offers fast-paced gameplay and you have to play your strategy about your survival. Hand, Blade, Bow, Gun, etc. are seven different types of weapons available with their
unique strategies. You can craft up to six hundred types of food, tools, and weapons using different ingredients. Black Survival includes basic features, such as Crafting, 26 characters to select from, survival gameplay, PvP Arena, and more. With captivating gameplay, brilliant mechanics and superb
graphics, Black Survival is the best game to play. Last on our list of games would be Castaway Island: Lost World is Exploration. Exploration is a wonderful sandbox style building and video game management Allows you to build your own unique base, mine for resources, build castles and other buildings
and use your imagination to create and build new things. You walk through part of who needs a little makeup, terraform it by using imagination and the best skills. This game is all about exploring a beautiful 3d Sandbox world and develop it in any way you like. With amazing images, a great addictive
game and lots of other interesting things, Explore is fun to play and enjoy. Battleground's Survivor: Battle Royale developed by Baton Games is an action-adventure, survival, first-person perspective and exploration for the Android platform. The game begins with the survival plan from which the player
jump on a tropical island. After landing, the player's task is to collect useful items, such as weapons, equipment, and tools to survive by exploring the landscape. The player moves around the map from a first-person perspective with a task of fighting other players to stay alive and survive as long as
possible to win the match. At first, the game seems easy, but as the player has advanced, it becomes difficult to master. Score the highest points by completing your goals and unlock new weapons and items using your points. The player can search for homes, buildings and fields for weapons and use
them against other players around the world. Battleground's Survivor: Battle Royale includes key features such as Multiplayer Mode, Live Chat, a huge arsenal of weaponry, Open-Ended World and more. Try it and you'll love it. Unknown Battle Ground Royale is a video game Action, Exploration,
Perspective in the Third Person and Open World developed by Azur Interactive Labs for Android. The game supports multiplayer mode and takes place in the post-apocalyptic block-based world, where the player must choose his character to survive. The game starts with the player, who jump strips from
the plane to the brutal island to find the loot, kill the enemies and score the highest points. He explores the environment from a third person perspective, meet real players in The Online Multiplayer Map, and search for resources, items, equipment and weapons. The main task of the player is to stay alive
for seven days, while the effort to kill other members to be the last. There are up to thirty types of weapons, and the player can use the live chat feature to communicate with other players. Unknown Battle Ground Royale offers basic features such as Auto Photography, Live Chat, Massive Map Size,
Intuitive Controls, More Characters and More. With superb gameplay, a bright sandy environment and a superb soundtrack, Unknown Battle Ground Royale is a great game to play and enjoy. Fortnite offers a superb blend of Third Person Perspective, Battle Royale, Survival and Sandbox elements and
supports modes Single-player and Multiplayer online developed and published by Epic Games for multiple platforms. The game is about exploration, research objects, crafting weapons, building different, different structures, Fight against hordes of enemies and zombie-like creatures. There are different
characters from which the player can select his favorite one to start his adventure. In the Fortnite game, players must work together to clean up items that they can use to defend and build structures and complete a variety of goals to progress through the game. During the game, the player can edit each
wall of the structure with a grid of 3×3, roofs, lies on the ground floor, and more. The game contains two different modes, one of which is Fortnite: Save the World, providing a shooter survival game for up to four players to fight zombies and defend objects using fortification players they can build. The
second mode of the game is the fortnite Battle Royale mode that comes with free-to-play Battle Royale gameplay where up to 100 players parachute onto an island to fight against each other to be the last person standing. There are four different classes of characters, would be soldier, ninja, builder, and
Outlander each class has its unique abilities and personality. Explore the world from a third-person view, interact with non-player characters, progress through the game by completing goals and survive as long as possible to become a master. Fortnite offers basic features, such as Open World, Forest
Environment, lots of challenging levels, and more. More.
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